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Abstract
This paper has focused on the different image enhancement
techniques. Image enhancement has found to be one of the
most important vision applications because it has ability to
enhance the visibility of images. It enhances the quality of
poor pictures. Distinctive procedures have been proposed so
far for improving the quality of the digital images. To
enhance picture quality image enhancement can specifically
improve and limit some data presented in the input picture. It
is a kind of vision system which reductions picture commotion,
kill antiquities, and keep up the informative parts. Its object is
to open up certain picture characteristics for investigation,
conclusion and further use. The main objective of this paper is
to evaluate the best technique among the DBLA, RGB-CLAHE
and HSV-CLAHE domain based image enhancement
techniques.

Keywords: Image enhancement, human visual perception,
DBLA, CLAHE, HSV.

1. INTRODUCTION
The principal idea of enhancement is to process an image
so that the result is more appropriate than the original
image for an exact function. Image enhancement is one of
the most interesting and visually pleasing areas of image
processing. Image enhancement approaches drop into two
broad categories: spatial domain methods and frequency
domain methods. The term spatial domain refers to the
image plane itself, and approaches in this class are based
on direct manipulation of pixels in an image. Frequency
domain processing techniques are based on modifying the
Fourier transform of an image. Enhancement techniques
based on various combinations of methods from these two
categories are not remarkable. There is no general theory
of image enhancement. When an image is processed for
visual analysis, the viewer is the decisive judge of how fine
a particular technique works. The enhancement doesn’t
amplify the natural information content of the information,
but it increases the dynamic range of the selected features
so that they can be detected without problems. It
accentuates or sharpens image features such as edges,
boundaries, or contrast to make a realistic display more
helpful for show and study.

(a)
(b)
Figure.1 showing effect of image enhancement
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An adaptive histogram equalization and Contrast limited
adaptive histogram equalization (1) were proposed to
defeat the over amplification of noise. They vary from
standard histogram equalization in the respect that both
methods computes some histograms, each corresponding to
a different segment of the image and use them to reorder
the lightness values of the image. AHE and CLAHE
increase local contrast of an image more than standard
histogram equalization does by bringing out extra details
but still has tendency to intensify noise. This paper
proposes a new technique which combines two images of
CLAHE that are applied onto two color models of RGB
and HSV. The main objective is to decrease major noise
introduced by CLAHE in order to ease a successive
procedure of underwater images, satellite images, foggy
images, natural images.

2. CONTRAST LIMITED ADAPTIVE
HISTOGRAM EQUALIZATION
Ordinary adaptive histogram equalization is not having
functions like contrast limited adaptive histogram
equalization like contrast limiting. This process has
applied for each neighborhood from which a
transformation function is derived in the case of contrast
limited adaptive histogram equalization. Adaptive
histogram equalization can give rise to over amplification
of noise that was prevented by CLAHE method. The
CLAHE algorithm partitions the images into relative
regions and applies the histogram equalization to each
one. This evens out the distribution of used grey values and
thus makes unknown features of the image more
observable. The full grey scale is used to state the image.
CLAHE has established to be successful for enhancement
of low-contrast images such as portal films and for medical
images. A variety of adaptive contrast limited histogram
equalization techniques are provided Sharp field edges can
be maintained by selective enhancement within the field
boundaries. Selective enhancement is able by first
detecting the field edge in a portal image and then only
dealing out those regions of the image that lie in the
interior the field edge. Noise can be decrease while
maintaining the high spatial frequency content of the
image by applying a grouping of CLAHE, median
filtration and edge sharpening. This procedure known as
Sequential processing can be recorded into a user macro
for say again application at any time. A distinguish of the
contrast limited technique called adaptive histogram clip
(AHC) can also be applied. AHC repeatedly adjusts
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clipping point and moderates over enhancement of
surrounds regions of portal images. One of the AHC that
normally used is Rayleigh distribution which produces a
bell-shaped histogram. The function is given by

be in the range [0; 1]. The value V is computed by taking
the maximum value of RGB or can be described formally
by:

Where
is a minimum pixel value?
Is a
cumulative probability distribution and is a nonnegative
real scalar specifying a distribution parameter.
2.1 CLAHE on RGB color model
RGB color space describes colors in terms of the amount of
red (R), green (G) and blue (B) present. It uses additive
color mixing, because it describes what kind of light needs
to be emitted to produce a given color. Light is added to
create form from out of the darkness. The value of R, G,
and B components is the sum of the respective sensitivity
functions and the incoming light.

The saturation S is controlled by how widely separated the
RGB values are. When the values are close together, the
color will be close to gray. When they are far apart, the
color will be more intense to pure. Finally, hue H, which
determines whether the color is red, blue, green, and
yellow and so on, is the most complex to compute. Red is
at 0°, green is at 120°, and blue is at 240°. The maximum
RGB color controls the starting point, and the difference of
the colors determines how far we move from it, up to 60°
away (halfway to the next primary color). To calculate the
hue, we must calculate R’, G’, and B’:

where S(γ) is the light spectrum, R(γ), G(γ), B(γ) are the
sensitivity functions for the R, G and B sensors
respectively. In RGB color space, CLAHE can be applied
on all the three components individually. The result of
full-color RGB can be obtained by combining the
individual components.

If S=0 then hue is undefined.
Since there is a hue discontinuity around 360°, Arithmetic
operations is difficult to perform in all Component of
HSV. Therefore, CLAHE can only be applied on V and S
components. The enhanced image obtained from CLAHE
technique that was applied on HSV color model is
presented in figure. 3.

(a)
(a)

(b)
figure2. Showing effect of CLAHE on RGB on image
2.2 CLAHE on HSV color model
HSV color space describes colors in terms of the Hue (H),
Saturation (S), and Value (V). The model was created by
A.R. Smith in 1978. The dominant description for black
and white is the term, value. The hue and saturation level
do not make a difference when value is at max or min
intensity level. The HSV model takes RGB components to
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(b)
figure3. Showing effect of CLAHE on HSV on image

3. ANYLISIS OF DOMINANT BRIGHTNES
LEVEL
In spite of increasing demand for enhancing remote
sensing images, existing histogram-based contrast
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enhancement methods cannot preserve edge details and
exhibit saturation artifacts in low and high intensity
regions. If do not consider spatially varying intensity
distributions, the correspondingly contrast-enhanced
images may have intensity distortion and lose image
details in some regions. For overcoming these problems,
decompose the input image into multiple layers of single
dominant brightness levels. To use the low-frequency
luminance components, perform the DWT on the input
remote sensing image and then estimate the dominant
brightness level using the log average luminance in the LL
sub band. The low-intensity layer has the dominant
brightness lower than the pre specified low bound. The
high intensity layer is determined in the similar manner
with the pre specified high bound, and the middle-intensity
layer has the dominant brightness in between low and high
bounds.

(a)

(b)
figure4. Shows effect of analysis of dominant brightness
level on image. If we do not consider spatially varying
intensity distributions, the correspondingly contrastenhanced images may have intensity distortion and lose
image details in some regions. For overcoming these
problems, we decompose the input image into multiple
layers of single dominant brightness levels. To use the
low-frequency luminance components, we perform the
DWT on the input remote sensing image and then estimate
the dominant brightness level using the log-average
luminance in the LL sub band. Since high-intensity values
are dominant in the bright region, and vice versa, the
dominant brightness at the position (x, y) is computed as:

Where S represents a rectangular region encompassing (x,
y), L(x, y) represents the pixel intensity at (x, y), NL
represents the total number of pixels in S, and ε represents
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a sufficiently small constant that prevents the log function
from diverging to negative infinity. The low-intensity layer
has the dominant brightness lower than the pre specified
low bound. The high intensity layer is determined in the
similar manner with the pre specified high bound, and the
middle-intensity layer has the dominant brightness in
between low and high bounds. The normalized dominant
brightness varies from zero to one, and it is practically in
the range between 0.5 and 0.6 in most images. For safely
including the practical range of dominant brightness, we
used 0.4 and 0.7 for the low and high bounds, respectively.

4. LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature analysis is to find the benefits of
enhancement algorithm and also get the dissimilar
problems in presented algorithms and techniques. The
main goal of this literature review is to find the gaps in
existing study and methods and also what will be the
possible solutions to overcome these holes. Thien Huynh
and Thuong Le-Tien (2013) [2] give a technique for
preserving the intensity and visual artifacts. For sorting out
the original histogram, intensity preserving weighted
dynamic range histogram equalization used in class
variance. The method focus on separating point based on
variance to minimize the squared error of sub-histogram
corresponding to brightness shift with histogram
equalization. The result has shown enhanced the contrast
and also preserves the brightness. Results proved the
method better than others methods in overall brightness,
the discrete entropy, the local contrast. Eunsung Lee e.tal
(2013) [3] discuss the problem that are arises due to the
histogram equalization, problem like histogram
equalization approaches degrade the image quality by
exhibiting saturation artifacts in both low and high
intensity regions present the algorithm computes
brightness based on adaptive intensity transfer function
that uses the low frequency luminance component in the
wavelet domain and transforms intensity values according
to the transfer function. Discrete wavelet transfer applies
on the input images. Intensity transfer functions are
predictable by using the knee transfer function and the
gamma adjustment function based on dominant brightness
level. Adela Raju e.tal (2013) [4] demonstrates for
preserving the brightness and contrast enhancement of an
image clipping and plateau histogram equalization
methods. Self-adaptive plateau histogram equalization
takes the threshold level by self that impossible in clipping
and plateau histogram equalization. Self-adaptive plateau
histogram equalization method is complicated and
sometimes fails in execution. To overcome above problem
modified self adaptive plateau histogram equalization with
mean threshold used. To overcome the self-adaptive
plateau histogram method problems and also detect the
local maximum and global maximum but, instead of
median threshold value, mean threshold value is used for
histogram modification. It enhances the image without
introducing unwanted artifacts and gives better contrast
enhancement and brightness preserving. Wang et al (2013)
[5] developed a defogging algorithm on the basis of in
depth analysis on degradation. They developed an
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algorithm which first divides the foggy image in sky and
non sky region and then the co efficient of the two regions
are estimated separately. Then the two regions are
combined using the refining step. Sun Wei and Han Long
(2013) [6] proposed a model based on the physical model
of atmospheric scattering and the optical reflectance
imaging model, three major factors which affect the effect
of fog removal are discussed dark channel phenomenon is
explained via the optical model, and an approach for
solving the parameter in the atmospheric scattering model
is deliberately derived from a new view point. Using grayscale opening operation and fast joint bilateral filtering
techniques, the proposed principle can effectively obtain
the global atmospheric light and greatly improve the speed
and accuracy of atmospheric scattering function solving.
Finally, the scene albedo is recovered by inverting this
model. Zubaidy Yaseen et al (2013) [7] suggested a new
method to precisely detect air light and estimate the
atmospheric mask from image that captured in bad
weather. The result of suggested methods is used in
scattering atmospheric model to remove atmospheric
particles namely, rain drizzle, fog and haze from a single
image. Therefore a higher visibility image will be
produced. E.ullah e.tal (2013) [4] give a technique for dark
channel that raise the superiority of image. Environmental
effects degrade the image quality, these effects like haze,
fog, snow, etc. light is spread out when it propagates
through the water droplet that is in atmosphere that loss
the quality of image. The present work has been used the
dark channel prior technique for dehazing. The model
used the HIS color model is intuitive based on the intensity
and saturation components of the foggy pixels. Omar S.
Soliman and Amira s. Mahmud (2012) [9] demonstrate the
classification for remote sensing images has one of the
most important applications in spatial data mining.
Remote sensing advanced spaceborne thermal emission
and reflection radiometer satellite imagery using support
vector machine with non-linear kernel function has
classification system. Image segmentation is done by the
threshold algorithm and extracted by object based
algorithm. The performance gave the highest overall
accuracy. Amina saleem e.tal (2012) [10] proposed a
method that balances the condition of local and global
contrast enhancements and a realistic representation of the
original image and overcome the restrictions of different
contrast enhancement that is fusion-based contrast
enhancement algorithms. By using laplacian pyramid
decomposition techniques has used for fusion. The results
show that enhancing the local and global contrasts.
Mohd.Farhan khan e.tal (2012) [11] proved that the
contrast enhancement histogram equalization is an
efficient method but it’s not efficient for preserving the
mean brightness of images. To overcome this problem
weighted average multi segment histogram equalization
method is proposed by using Gaussian filter for contrast
enhancement of natural images. Weighted average multi
segment histogram equalization give better results rather
than multi-histogram equalization method when contrast
enhancement along with brightness preservation is desired
Volume 3 Issue 4 July-August, 2014

and also reduce the effect of noise that is present in the
image. Li Peng et al (2012) [12] have proposed a novel
atmospheric model–based defogging method from single
image, for the image corrupted by spreading due to
atmospheric particles. They estimated that the
transmission using local extreme standard and bilateral
filter that a high class depth map can be obtained.
Experiments on a variety of outdoor haze images exhibit
that this method can repair well colors and contrast of the
experimental objects, progress the visibility of image and
keep away from the Halo and jamming effects effectively.
A.K.Tripathi and S.Mukhopadhya (2012) [13] have
proposed a novel and efficient fog removal algorithm
which uses anisotropic diffusion to improve scene contrast.
Proposed algorithm is independent of the thickness of fog
and does not need user interference. It can hold color as
well as grey images. Along with the RGB (red, blue and
green) color model, it can work for HSI (hue, saturation
and intensity) model which further reduces the calculation.
Proposed algorithm has a wide function in tracking and
navigation, consumer electronics and entertainment
industries. Chelsy sapna e.tal (2011) [14] proposed a
method that removed the limitation of amplification of
speckle noise that loss the information from the image in
adaptive histogram equalization. The combination of frost
filter and median filter on contrast limited adaptive
histogram equalization images used. It has been mainly
focused on medical images. Its helps to remove the speckle
noise and give better output. Bin Liu e.tal (2011) [15]
discussed that the image contains information that is
sometime not clear for human. Enhancement not only
enhances the details that hidden in the scene and increases
the recognition of interested targets. For executing the
histogram projection independently contrast enhancement
segmented into the sub-blocks. It enhanced the local
details and conserve image brilliance to avoid blocking
effect and wash-out effect. It has effective, efficient and
flexible. Hasan Demirel e.tal (2010) [16] proposed the
important quality factor in satellite images comes from its
contrast. The new satellite image contrast enhancement
technique that is based on the discrete wavelet transform
and singular value decomposition. The method has
compared with conventional image equalization methods
like standard general histogram equalization and local
histogram equalization, as well as state-of-the-art method
such as brightness preserving dynamic histogram
equalization and singular value equalization. The visual
results on the image quality showed the advantage over the
other methods. Guo Fan et al (2010) [17] developed a
simple but effective method for visibility restoration from a
single image. The main benefit of the planned method is
no user interaction is needed, this allows our algorithm to
be applied for practical applications, such as surveillance,
intelligent vehicle, etc. Another advantage is its speed,
since the cost of obtaining transmission map is really cut
down by using Retinex technique on luminance
component. Mengyang et al (2009) [18] has studied that
bad weather, such as fog and haze can considerably
degrade the perceptibility of a scene. To surmount it, some
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methods have been proposed. A novel defogging principle
just based on a single image. They proposed an iterative
method to alter the color distortion effected by higher
diffusion. This kind of global or local modification can be
achieved by relatively ideal compromise between natural
color and image definition. Ali M.reza (2004) [19] discuss
the desire to improve the image quality in real-time.
Acquired real-time image sequences, in their original form
may not have good viewing quality due to lack of proper
lighting or inherent noise. One particular way of interest,
which extensively is used for enhancement of still images,
is contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization. This
approach is computationally extensive and it is usually
used for off-line image enhancement. A system level
realization of CLAHE is proposed. The goal for this
realization is to minimize the latency without sacrificing
precision.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section contains the results of experimental results.
The overall section contains the original image, Dominant
brightness analysis level, CLAHE on RGB, CLAHE on
HSV results.

figure5. Input image
figure5 has shown the input image without any
degradation.

figure7 has shown the effect of CLAHE on HSV of input
image. There is clear difference between input image and
the effect of CLAHE on HSV image.

figure8. CLAHE on RGB image
figure8 has shown the effect of CLAHE on RGB of input
image. There is clear vision difference between input
image, CLAHE on HSV, CLAHE on RGB images.

6. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
This section shows the results between existing and
proposed
techniques.
Some
well-known
image
performance parameters for digital images have been
selected to prove that the performance of the proposed
algorithm is quite better than the existing methods.
6.1. Mean square error
One understandable mode of measuring this
correspondence is to calculate an error signal by
subtracting the test signal from the reference, and then
computing the average energy of the error signal. The
mean-squared-error (MSE) is the simplest, and the most
widely used, full-reference image quality measurement.
This metric is frequently used in signal processing and is
defined as follows:

Where

represents the original (reference) image and
represents the distorted (modified) image and i and j
are the pixel position of the M×N image. MSE is zero
when
=
.
Table1. Mean square error
figure6. Dominant brightness levels analysis image
figure6 has shown the effect of dominant brightness levels
analysis of image. The brightness level of image is
increases.

figure7. CLAHE on HSV image
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Comparative analysis of mean square error in graph
represent as: Graph 1 has explained that quantized
analysis of the mean square error. As mean square error
need to be reduced therefore the proposed algorithm is
showing the better results than the available methods as
mean square error is less in every case.

Graph1. Analysis of mean square error
6.2. Peak signal to noise ratio
Larger SNR and PSNR indicate a smaller difference
between the original (without noise) and reconstructed
image. This is the most widely used objective image
quality/ distortion measure. The main advantage of this
measure is ease of computation but it does not reflect
perceptual quality. An important property of PSNR is that
a slight spatial shift of an image can cause a large
numerical distortion but no visual distortion and
conversely a small average distortion can result in a
damaging visual artifact, if all the error is concentrated in
a small important region. This metric neglects global and
composite error PSNR is calculated using Equation:

Image

Table2. Peak to signal ratio
DBL
HSV
RGB

1.

24.0315

7.2328

21.3930

2.

19.7739

1.0095

18.4976

3.

23.6904

4.7222

20.2846

4.

21.3639

3.5935

16.4784

5.

22.9588

4.9974

22.7400

6.

24.1168

8.8844

18.3490

7.

22.0030

6.0343

21.7161

8.

22.8674

6.0343

17.2141

9.

20.0419

1.6087

18.7306

10.

24.7662

11.0893

13.5915

Graph2. Analysis of peak to signal ratio
Graph2 is showing the comparative analysis of the Peak
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). As PSNR need to be
maximized; so the main goal is to increase the PSNR as
much as possible. Graph2 has clearly shown that the PSNR
is maximum in the case of the DBL technique therefore it
is providing better results than the available methods.
6.3. Root mean square error
The root mean square error is a normally used to calculate
of the difference between values predicted by a model and
values actually observed from the surroundings that is
being modeled. These individual differences are also
called residuals, and the RMSE serves to total them into a
single measure of analytical power. The RMSE of a model
total with respect to the estimated variable
is
defined as the square root of the mean squared error:

Where
is observed values and
is modeled
values at time/place .
Table3. Root mean square error
image
DBL
HSV
RGB
1.

16.0312

110.8918

21.7715

2.

26.1725

227.0198

30.3150

3.

16.6733

148.0574

24.6779

4.

21.7945

168.6031

38.2492

5.

18.1384

143.4399

18.6011

6.

15.8745

91.6897

30.8383

7.

20.2485

153.7238

20.9284

8.

18.3303

127.2989

35.1426

9.

25.3772

211.8868

29.5127

10.

14.7309

71.1337

53.3292

As RMSE need to be minimized; so the main goal is to
decrease the RMSE as much as possible. Comparative
analysis of root mean square error in graph represent as
below:

Comparative analysis of peak to signal ration in graph
represent as:

Graph3. Analysis of root mean square error
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Graph3 is showing the comparative analysis of the root
mean square error (RMSE). As RMSE need to be
minimized; so the main goal is to decrease the RMSE as
much as possible. This is clearly shown that the RMSE is
less in dominant brightness level.
6.4. Bit error rate
Bit error rate need to be minimized. Main goal is to
decrease the BER as much as possible.
Table4. Bit error rate
Image
DBL
HSV
RGB
1.

0.0416

0.1383

0.0468

2.

0.0506

0.9906

0.0541

3.

0.0422

0.2118

0.0493

4.

0.0468

0.2783

0.0607

5.

0.0436

0.2001

0.0440

6.

0.0415

0.1126

0.0545

7.

0.0454

0.2275

0.0460

8.

0.0437

0.1657

0.0581

9.

0.0499

0.6216

0.0534

10.

0.0404

0.0902

0.0736

Comparative analysis of Bit error rate in graph represent
as: Graph4 is showing the comparative analysis of the BIT
ERROR RATE (BER). As BER need to be minimized; so
the main goal is to decrease the BER as much as possible.
It has clearly shown that minimum value of the BER.

Graph4. Analysis of Bit error rate

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
The image enhancements techniques have played a
significant role in digital vision processing. It is shown in
this paper that the image enhancements have successfully
used to improve the quality of a poor intensity images by
using the concept of the light source refinement. This
paper has evaluated the performance of the different image
enhancement techniques. The design and implementation
has been done using MATLAB tool. The comparative
analysis has shown that the DBLA outperforms over the
CLAHE-RGB and CLAHE-HSV. The paper has found that
the most existing techniques are based upon the transform
domain methods, which may introduce the color artifacts.
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In near future we will use a modified image enhancement
model to enhance the limitations of earlier work.
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